JOB DESCRIPTION
Technical & Service Manager
Ref. J070/WW/C0005/2019
•
•
•

One of the largest bus & coach OEM.
Deliver customised vehicles.
Know the client, lead the team.

Our client is the distributor for one of the world’s largest bus and coach manufacturers.
Their facilities can turn out over 2000 vehicles per week and with their products in Hong Kong,
our client is seeking a technical manager to responsible for the technical operation in Hong
Kong.
You will respond to tender and technical proposals.
You will know the customer’s needs and deliver customisation and modifications for their
fleet of buses and coaches. The modifications and changes will meet local regulatory
requirements.
You will lead the pre and post sales team so they are the go to team for anything the customer
needs from technical support to warranty management.
Keeping abreast of the latest trends and developments in the industry is a must so you can
prepare, change or evaluate the vehicles for this demanding market. If you have worked with
electric vehicles, this is advantageous.
You know your way around, at government and the transport industry level, and is known for
being a great team player, who can reliably execute to the customer’s requirements.
You will have an engineering degree, proficient in Putunghua, English and Cantonese with
written and presentation skills to match. You will be familiar in the use of design tools, and an
accomplished team leader.
Step Up to the world of mass transport and apply now.

Interested candidates please send your CV to stepup@stepup.com.hk or visit the website
http://www.stepup.com.hk/opportunities.html to submit your application. Candidates should
submit their CVs with true, compete and accurate information.
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E : STEPUP@STEPUP.COM.HK
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